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FtEsEARCH MEMORANDUM 

INV.ESTIGATION OF STRESSES DDE TO TEEWJAL GRADIENTS 

By Martin E. Barzelay and James C. Bofaon 

SUMMARY 

A series of five 75S-T6 aluminum-alloy elementexy skin and spar-cap 
combinations with skin varying fram 0.051to 0.500 inch in thickness was 
investigated to determine the temperature and stress gradietia resulting 
from the application of heat to the surface. The tests consisted of 
measuring the temperatures tith thermocouples and the strains with bonded 
wire strain gwes at selected points of the structure for three heating 
rates varying from 26,5C10 to 55,900 Btu per hour. The data are presented 
in the form of tables of the measured temperatures and stresses calculated 

@from the measured strains. Curves are presented showing the effect of 
varying heating rate and skin-thickness on the temperature and stress 
variation with time,.on temperature variation with stress, on chordwise 
temperature and stress distributions, and on the temperature and stress 
differences between skin and spar cap. 

As po&nted out fn reference 1, new problems h&e been created for 
the &craft designer by the advent of flight in the transonic and 
supersonic speed ranges, one of which is the determination of the magni-. 
tude of thermal atresses due to temperature gradients in-the structure. 
ILx reference 1 measurements of temperature distributions were made 
throughout a& aircraft wing for various heating-rates in dive tests and 
a method presehted for predicting the resultant stresses. It is pointed 
out, however, that "corr&ation between observed or estFmated temperature 
gradients and the resultant thermal stresses is very difficult because 
of the limited test data available on the subject and because of the 
fact that the intricacies 0P en aircraft structure a&e not readfly 
amenable to the analytic approach." Since few analytic solutions are 
available for temperature distribution, and these for but a few cross- 
sectional shapes, and eince, furthermore, very little attempt has been 
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made to extend known temperature-distrfbution~solutions to a determina- 
tion of stress distrfbution, and in view of the meager..experimental data 
available, the work described herein was undertaken. It was the purpose 
of this investigati-on to measure the temperature and stress gradients 
for a series of skin-thicknessand spa&cap combinations for varfous 
heating rates in order to protide data.which, when used in conjunction 
with further simi.1~ data, will.pzrm%t a fundamental understanding of 
the phenomena invoived, leading' to an adequate theory for the prediction 
of~thermal stresees~-in structures of the type investigated. 

This investigation, conducted at Syracuse Utiversity, was sponsored 
by and conducted with thefinancial assistance of the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics. The authors wish to thank Professor L. R; 
Parkinson for his advice in supe&iaing this work. 

SYMBOIS 

local temperature of plate above datum; oF . . . - 
deflection of oscillograph.galvanometer above datum due to 

transient heating, inches 
._ 

deflection of oscillograph galvenometer above datum due to 
uniform heat-, inches 

deflection difference .due to stress induced by transient 
heating, inches (Mt. - 4) 

strain, inches per inch 

Young's modulus of elasticity at local temperature of plate, psi 

stress, paf 

resistance, Ohms . 

wire-strain-gage resistance, ohms 

calibration realstance, ohms 

calibration factor of fire strain gage, ohms per ohm per inch 
per inch - 

_ 



DESCRIPTION oFARFARATUS 

A general view of the teat Installation is shown in figure 1. The 
Leeds and Northrup Micromaxes used for record- temperatures may be 
seen at A and the 3nsulated oven with specFmen in place'at B. The sfdes 
and end C'on which the bank of heaters D is mounted have been removed. 
Thk strain-recording installation, shoxn fn figure 2, consisted of a 
l2-channelMU.ler Model H recording osciUograph A tith Type C-2 
amplifiers B and power supplfes C. Dow-frequency galvanometers of the 
D'Arsonval type were used in the oscillograph. The strain-gage bridge 
was supplied 6-volt (modffied from MI-R& 10 v-o&t) 2000-cycle alternating 
current by the oscillator. 

A close view of the insulated oven i-s shown +I-L figure 3. Removable 
side and end panels such as those at A facilitated mounting of the 
specimen B and attachment of strain gage and thermocouple leads C. 
Strain gages are.seen at D and thermocouples at E. The bark of 20 &rip 
heaters faced the specimen at a distance of l$ inches when the oven end 

was in place. The 20 strip heaters, each rated 1000 watts at 230 volts, 
were connected in parallel and series.woups so the &W-volt input to 
the oven would give approxknately 820 watts output per strip, or a total 
of 16,400 watta when no external resistance was utilized. By switchhg 
In external resistances the wattage could be reduced to get the heating 

l rate8 used in test-, computed from average data, as follows: 
t 

. 
Heating rate Amperes Volts . Kilowatts Btu/hr = 

Kw x 3415 

A 36.5 16.35 55,900 
B El*; 345 9.60 32,750 
C . 310 7.72 26,500 c 

The temperature in the oven could also be held constant for calibration 
through the use of pyrometer controller A of figure 4 and a circuit- 
breaker arrangement. Heat Input to the oven was controlled by the setting 
of knob B and amperage was read at C. The oven was also provided with a 
circulating-air system which, by means of the vacuum pump E of figure 1, 
evacuated air through a rak&F of figure 3 at the lower edge of the 
specken, and returned the air through a similar rake at, the top of the 
specimen. This resulted in a constant temperature across the skin-face 
as checked on a uniform-thickness plate.' An air-cooled conduit G 
(fig. 3) for strain-gage leads was found desirable to minimize errors 
due to heating of the leads, and the short lengths of exposed lead from 
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the conduit to the gages were covered with ceramic tisulators coated 
with siliconerubber. A similar conduit Fnetwtion on the back face 
of the skin is not shown. 

5r 

Strain-Gage Calibrator 

In order to check strain-gage calibration at elevated temperatures, 
a constant bending moment could be applied to a 75~~6 aluminum-alloy 

.- 
--. 

beam with bonded strain gage, and both this stressed beam and a corre- .-- 
spending UIIBtreSSed beam with gage could be heated in the small oven A xz 
of figure 5. Loads were applie-d to the stressed beam ends B by means 
of the lever and cable system C-and .deformation of the beam center was .- 
read on the dial gage D. The 'sapphire rod E which transmitted this _- .- 

deformation reading through the oven wall was considered to expand a -i 
negligible amcUnt at the temperatures involved. From known relationships 
for a constant-bending-moment beam and for the dimensions involved, the 
strain CorrespondIngto dial-gage readings could be calculated and -_. 

. compared Gith oscillograph readings to calculate gage calibration factors. 

DescriptFon of Specimens 

: 
The test specim&s.conslsted of..skin & spar-cap combinations'of 

~ I .:.L$ 

75S-T6dhfmti urn alloystii&3~~simplified wing cross sections at the 
main-spar location. of representative types of aircraft, as shown in 9: 
ftgure 6(a) . The specimens were assembled. with A17S-T rivets courrter- 
sunk at the skin face. Dimensions were chosen to gi.ve-a series of skin - 
thicknesses increasin& by five approximately equal steps, in combination 
with a constant spar-cap and web.thickness. Machlning tolerances were 
held Fnsofti as posrjfbie &o give the sanie thermal bond for all mating 
surfaces and thus eliminate this factor as a variable. Free surfaces 
were left In the llas receivedll condition. The speclplen was made over- - - 
size in that the skin~8.o.f 'sufficiently .iarge area that measurements .- 
confined td the central portion were relatively free of heat-loss effects 
from the edges of the skin and the ends of the spar cap. The specimen 

.z -2 

was mounted in the oven with the axis of the spar cap vertical. Since 
the spar cap was made to overhang the skin at the- end slightly the 
specimen rested on the spar-Cal, end. No restraint was provided the .- 

specimen beyond the negligible amount provided by positioning angles at 
the skin edges to which attachment Was made through oversize bolt holes. 

h 
_- 
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Strain Gages and Thermocouples 

The strain gages and thermocouples were Installed at the locations 
shown in figure 6(b). Gages G3 through G6 and thermocouples T3 through 
T6 gave stress and temperature measurements at titervaIL from the center 
line of the spar cap to a point 6 inches from this center Line on the face 
of the specimen. Gages G7, G-8, and G9 and 'thermocouples T7, T8, and Tg 
were located on the back of the skin away from the heater and GIO, GU, 
TlO, and Tll were on the side of the spar cap. Gages Gl, G3, and G12 
and thermocouples Tl, T3, and Tl2 were so located to check on the 
symmetry of the data about the center Une. All gages and thermocouples 
lay along a line ~rpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the spar cap, 
thus providing approximately uniaxial strati data for a two-dlmensfonal 
cross section of the specimen. Strain'gages were standard SR-4, 
Type AB-3, Rakelite wire resistance-type gages cemented to the specimen, 
using the manufacturer's recommended baking cycle. Jigs were constructed 
to apply pressure through silicone rubber-pads over the gages during . 
baking. 

. 

Washer-type thermocouples, attached to the specimen with screws, 
were used after some experimentation w$th both rolled~asd spot-welded 
types * It was found that a thinbrass washer, when screwed tightly to 
the aluminum, gave an average temperature over the small area it covered, 
and that temperature differences, due to cement-lsyer thicknesses in 
the case of rolled-type thermocouples and dti to nonuniform welds and 
localized hot spots in the case of ths spot-welded types, would be 
eliminated. Heat-lag effects due to the mass of the washer will have 
small effect on the results, protided each washer is identical, since 
temperature differences between points at identi~al~times are being 
determined rather than absolute values. Protection of the thermocouple 
junction with silicone rubber paste which hardened,In place minimized 
errors due to direct heating of the junctfon. 

The temperature-recording equipment was calibrated and adjusted 
prior to testing in accordance w%th the manufacturer's manual. In 
addition, prior to each Installation of the thermocouples on a specimen, 
a calibration of each thermocouple and associated recording equipment 

_ was made at known temperatures. 

Strain-Measurement Technique 

As pointed out in reference 2, the use of strain gages to measure 
stress variation in structures subject to temperature changes give8 rise 
to the problem of differentiat- the strains due to stresses from those 
due to.thermal expansion of the structures. Additional apparent strains 
due to heating of leads, change in resistance of gages, and change in 
gage calibration factor at elevated temperatures must be considered. 
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The commonly used method of compensating for-these effects by utilizing 
a dummy gage at the same temperature as the active gage-was not con- _ 
sidered feastble, since the t&nsient nature of the temperatures would 
involve applying the. same transient..temperature experienced by the 
active gage, without thermal stresses, to the dunmry gage. The strafn- 
measuring circuit and calibratfon procedure described Ln the following 
paragraph were therefore utilLzed to obviate this difficulty. 

The strain-measuring circuit consisted of-the two-leg bridge shown 
in figure 7(a). One leg consisted of the actfve gage bonded to the test 
specimen and the other consisted of a dummy legbqnded.to a heavy‘bar 
of 75S-T6 'aluminti 3 of figure.2. Sin& the accuracy of this method 
depends on the.co"nstancy of tempera&e at the dummy gage, the voltage 
across the bridge was kept as low as possible by utilizing a 6-volt 
circuit which resulted in 0.0748 watt to be diseipated at the dummy 
gage. In addition, a carefulcheck was made to ascertain that the heavy 
bar to which the dunmy gages were bonded did not change .in temperature 
because of ambient-air-temperature changes during a test run. The 
temperature of this bar was found to be constant with- ilo F during all 
tests. It should perhaps be mentioned that the room in which the tests 
were conducted was an .engine test cell with-thick concrete walls and the 
ambient-air temperature varied only several degreea. on any given day 
and remained within 560 F for a period of several months. 

For ca1ibration.a seriesof constant tempsratures ranging from 
room temperature to approximately 320° F was held in the oven, and 
readings were taken of temperature and def.ormation. (The modification 
of the strain-measuring circuit for calibraticn is- shown in fig. 7(b).) 
In this process the specimens were heat-soaked for at least 2 hours to 
insure constant temperature and-therefore a t&erqalLst~e~~s-free condition .-. 
throughout and read%lgs were taken dn:the-cooling cycle. As an addi- -. 
tional precaution, data were taken for each strain-gage and thermocouple 
pair individually to allow for minor variations Fn thermocouple and 
strain-gage output, as well asminor variations .Fn local plate tempera- 
tures. These data were then plotted as oscfilograph deflection above 
datum against temperature above datGm for each thermocouple and strain- 
gage pair; figure 8 3s.a typical plot of these data. The strain- 
recording bridge was balanced at room temperature by the schematic 
circuit shown in figure 7(a); the oscillograph deflection recorded at 
a given elevated temperature thus represented the output of the active 
gage due to thermal expansion, due to change in gage resistance with 
temperature, and due to any change in gage calibration factor with 
temperature, since the dummy gage remained at t-he constant room tempera- 
ture. It should be noted-that since-the strain-gage leads, except for 
a short length (from 1 to 6 in. depending on locatios),'were maintained 
at essentially room temper&tie in an ati-cooled conduit the change in... 
lead resistance, included in the aforementioned recorded deflection, 
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could be neglected. The.sm8ll amount of app8rent str8i.n due to the 
exposed strainrgage leads between the cd&uit and the g8ges would cause 
error in the final results proportionate to the rel&ive temperature 
difference of 8 given lead during 8 calibr8tion and durfng a tr8neient 
run. This error w-88 c8lculated 8nd found to be negligible. 

During a tr8nsient run the strain-recording bridge was bal8nced at 
room temperature; the qscfllograph deflection recorded at a given local 
elevated temperarture (time synchronizq-tion of strain and temperature 
measurement8 enebledreadings of both to be taken simult8neoualy at a 
given location on the specimen) thus represented the output of the active 
gage due to therm81 expansion, due to.ch8nge in g8ge r.esistasce with 
temperature, due to -c-e-in gage calibration f8ctor with temperature, 
and due to strain induced by therm81 gradients. Subtraction of this 
reading frorn.the.callbratiop.readFng at the same te_mnerature 8bove d8tum 
yielded the galv8nometer deflection, proportional to strain, due to 
induced therm81 stress. This difference was then converted to a strain 
reading through calculations based-on the oscillograph calibration 
described in appendix A. To convert strain to stress, Young's modulus- 
of elasticity must be known. Stice its value vsriee with temper&ure, 
corrections were m8de for the modulus at the local temperature of the 
plate by utilizLng figure 9 which is. replotted from reference 3 in a 
more convenient form. The room-temperature base used for figure 9 was 
taken from reference 4. The deviation of the room temperatures of the 
present investigation from this base gave a negligible ch8nge in the 
modulus. There is some iridicatfon thst exposure time.at temper8ture 
affects the modulus, but this effect was considered negligible on the 
basis of comparison with data presented for 24.543 aluminum alloy in 
reference 5. In addition, two-dimensional effects were neglected in 
the stress calculations. 

The procedure outlined above is Lllustzated by 8n example in 
appendix B. As 8n alternative procedure, instead of utilizing a calibra- 
tion curve for each gage of each specimen, the calibration data could 
have been araged, yielding 8 single curve of strain against tempera- 
ture which would be applicable. for all g8gea. The former method w&s 
deemed more accurate, however, and was the method used, despite the 
increased calculation time involved. 

Conduct of Tests 

The transient tests were conducted by simultaneously etsrting the 
oven, the temperature recorders, and the oscIllogr8ph. Durfng8test 
run the oscillograph was stopped and again started at interv8ls read on 
8x1 accurate stop w8tch. The temperature-recording instruments took 
readinga of each thermocoupleevery 14.4 seconds; this printing interval 
was c8refuLly checked to insure time synchronization of the.data. 
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At each heating rate for each epecknen the transient run W&B repeated : 
from two to three tFmes to insure reliability and reproducibility of the *. 
d&t&. The resultant temperature and galvanometer deflection readings 

--. _ 

for each series of runs Were averaged, 8s -shown in table- I, prior to -I;.- 
calculation of the stresses. 

FREZISION OF DATA 

..- 
The accuracy of the temperature measurements could not be precisely 

determined-bec8use Or-the effect of thermallag, Rlthough 8s discussed 
elsewhere inthis report the errors-involved are not considered to be 
RppreciRble. Sin_ce.the tsmperatureswere recorded-on equipment which 
was not continuously balancing and on which printed readings could vary 
f1° F through'mechankal misalinement or.human r&ding error, the over- 
811 error W&S estimated to be -f39 F for transient runs and f2o F.for -. 
calibration runs. -- 

A precise determinatfon of the 8ccur8cy of the e-trees data w&s not 
prRCtiCRble,because of the krge.number' of v8riRbleS involved. EvslusY -.--. 

tiOn of some of the knownprecisions such 88 k$ percent for decade ._ 
rCsist8nces used foi~~C&libration, gz percent for gage resistances, and 

fl percent-for gage factor; together.With an estimate of other factors 
affecting the remts, resulted-in What is bgevedto be 8 reasonable 
eStb8te of +300 psi for the 8ccur8cy of the stress d&t&. 

The constancy of heat input for 8 test run must also be considered 
because of changes in resistance of the strip heaters in the initial 
period of heating 8nd beC8USe of Voltage fluctu8tione. It w&8 consLdered 
that the first 2..minutes of transient runs at the highest heating rate 
and the first 4 minutes of the slower runs should be considered unreliable 
and therefore not presented in the results. For the remainder of the 
transient heating period, an accuracy of f2 percent in nominal output 
of-the heaters is considered reasonable. An examination of possible 
heat losses indicates th8t the probable variation in heat input to the 
specimena, including the v8riation in output of the heaters, could ' 
reaBon8bly be estimsted 86 23 percent of the values of British thermal 
units.per.houy given for hes$ingrates.A, B, and C; 

RFLWLTS ANDDISCD'SSIOR 

l 

The temper&tures me&SUred on e8Ch of the five specimens 8t selected 
time intervals for heating rates A, B, and C .of 55,900, 32,750, and 
26,500 ~tuper hour, respectively, are presented iri table I. The 
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intervals of time shown in the table are those corresponding to the 
times art tich strain readings.were t8ken by the OscillogrRph, Rlthough 
the temperature was.recorded during 8 test ?xn every 14.4 seconds at 
e8Ch thermocouple loc+tion. Since morqth8n one test run w&s conducted 
for each he8ting rate, the nu&er of the run in the sequence of runs 
for any specimen is shown in the table for identification purposes. 
The channel number is used to idelrtify both.the thermocouple and g8ge 
at 8 given location and correspondB.tith the ~esign8tion of g8geB 
prefaced by G 8nd thermocuples by T 8s shown in figure 6(b). The tempera- 
ture section of this t8ble is completed by averaging the temperatures 
for like transient run6 8t the same heating rate. 

The g&l- ter readfngs for each run are presented 8nd RVer8ged 
in table I for each tr8naient run. These d&t&, not in themselves 
pertinent, are included for completeness since the d&t8 in the following 
table II are CalCulRted from them. Some dfsco&inuities 8ppe8r in these 
g8lvRnometer data, representjag points 8t uhfch difficulties were experi- 
enced, such 8s strain-gage or circuit ftiluI?e-8 ad IIIIreRdRble or other- 
wise KLI.WeliRble records. 

The stress data calculated from the Rvw%ged galvanometer deflection 
IFRdingB by methods previously discussed 8re presented in table II for 
each specFmen 83x3 heating rate. These strese d8ta m8y be related to the 
temperature data of table I by noting the apecfmen nu&er, heating rate, 
thermocouple or g8ge number, and the time. 

The tFme hietory of temper&ture is presented in figure IO-for 
selected thermocouple locationsand heating rates for 8ll five specimens. 
The stresses corresponding to these 1ocRtionB for the s8me he8ting rate8 
8re plotted 8gainet time in figure Il. The 1ocRtions selected 8s being 
most representative of the over-all behrzvior of.the specimen were-8 
point on the heated side of the skfn over the spar c&p (T3, G3), 8 pofnt 
on the heated side close to the edge of the sp8r cap (Tb,Gb), 8 point on 
the heated Bide some distance from the spar cap (T5, G5), 8 point some 
distance from the spar cap on the rear f8Ce Of the skti (T8, G8), and 8 
point on the inner side of the spar cap ,(Tll, GEL). Heating rates A 
Rnd C were chosen for presentatfon since they represent the two extremes 
Of the d&t& taken. 

The effect of 3ncreasing skin thickness on temperature rise m8y be 
Been in figure 10. As- would be expected the smaller mass heated more 
r8pidly and thus the point farthest from the l8rge m8s6 of the spar 
cap T5 attained the highest temperature at 8ny giventti and Increased 
in temperature at 8 greater rate than any of the potits shown, although 
this behavior becomes decreasingly evident 88 skin thictiss increases 
8nd he8tlng rate decreases. Point T4 ClOSe to the spar cap shows the 
effect of the large m&s8 in Its lowered temper8ture compared wi%h T5 
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for 811 specimens; but as the skin approaches the spar cap in mass, it 
is noted that T4 becomes nearly identical with T3. The stresses of- i- 
figure 11 show some correspondence in general tith the temperatures 
of figure 10. For s-pecimen 5, rate A, f&example, the nearly identical 

_:.i 

temperatures Qf.T& and T3 result' in ne8rly identical stresses, but at 
point T5 8 temperature difference of-only 10' F above the temperature 
of T4 and T3 results in 8 stress difference of 1330 psi, 8n appreciable 
stress difference for 8 small thermal gradient. Thus it is seen that _ 
the local thermal gradient does not always pedominate in producing 
stress, but the total rel8tionship of skin and spsr-cap maeses, heating 
rate, and such presently LIII8f3Se8SRble vsri8bleB 8s thermal bond may be - -+- 
involved. 

_-. . 

The stresses at the 88me locations used in the curves of figures 10 
and 11 are plotted again& temperature above datum in figure 12. RRch 
set of curves in this figure is plotted for heating rate A for the 
sequence of specimens. Thus figure 12 reveals the difference in the 
nature of the stress aatem~r8ture increases for various potiitiona on 
the specimen. For specimen 1,; heating rate At there is 8 large increase 
in temperature and 8 correspondingly high compression stress 8t posi- 

tion G5, 1; inches froth the edge of the spar CRpj while at the spar cap m- 
. -. 

the skin, although subject to less than half the temperature rise of._JA$! 
&in at G5, shows 8 tension stress re&soIiabiy close in magnitude to the 
compression stress at G5, 4700 psi in tension comp&ed with 6600 psi in 
compressfon. The atrese at G4, influenced by the prox%mity of the spar 
cap, begins-to increase fn tension to 1500 psi 8s temperature fncreases, 
but 88 temperature increases further Rnd with it the compression Btrese 
f8r from the spar C&5, this tendency is reversed 8nd the stress at & 
reaches 8 compression of 3200 psi.'. At position Gil .on the inside face 
of thespar cap little,temperRture rise 8nd stress increase were noted, 
the B3+?+CRp m&B8 having little. time fn which to he&t. 

?- 

*-- 

It is also of.lntereBt to note-that as skin thickness increases 
e the curves for @-8nd foi;:G8, which is direCtly behind G5 on the skin, 

*r 1 beccine increasingly'divergent (with the exception of specimen 2). indfxating . - 
.ap':fncre8sing stree$ grad!ent throughthe skin due to the temper8ture 
graaieyt . 

-. A. 

: Extiinstion of the.set of..curves for.e8ch specimen shows that the, 
..: r&tioriBhfp between'temperatures wfth iricreasing skin thickneBE4 remain8 

qualitatively the 88m=e, 8l'thoughEin outstanding exceptaon occur8 at Ch 

close to the spar cap. fn this .c8se, perh8Rs.more cle8rly Been in - 
.& 

figure: 1-3 Where StresS 8gRfIISt temper8ture .fS plotted for e8Ch iSpeCimen 
at &eatLng rate A, the tendency of @4 to increase in ten&on and then Gi 
reverse:sfgn and becoB@ compression in the thinnest specimen is no longer 
apparent for the thicker skina. 'For specimen 2, & increases in 

,: 
. ..! 

; -:' -,-. . 
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compression steadily with temperature. With further increase in skin 
thickness, in specimen 3, the influence of the increasing mass of skin 
takes effect and the compressfon at first slowly increases with tempera- 
ture and then decreases. For specimens 4 and 5 with heavy skins the 
stress remains virtually constant at very low values not exceeding 
500 psi, tith some tendency toward increasing tension. The remat 
curves of fLgure 13 show a decrease in stress for G3, G5, G8, and Gil 
with increasing skin thickness and increasing temperature. Here again 
the predominanceof factors other than direct temperature gradients on 
the stresses may be clesrly seen. 

The curves of figure 14 plotted for the highest and lowest heating 
rates, A and C, for specimens 1, 3, and 5 show the chordwise temperature 
distribution for several time intervals at the beginning, middle, and 
end of typical transient test runs. The distribution on the rear face 
of the skin is also shown for one time. The thin-skirnedspecimenl 
shows a sharp drop in temperature of the skin close to the spar cap due 
to the strong effect of the heavy spar cap relative to the thin skin. 
This shsrp gradient becomes steeper tith increasing time as the spar 
temperature lags behind the skin temperature for sLL specimens at all 
heating rates, but is most noticeable in figure l&(a) for the thinnest 
skin at the greatest heating rate. As the mass of the skin approaches 
that of the spar cap the gradient becomes less pronounced until for the 
thickest skin and slowest heating rate, specFmen 5 at rate C, an almost 
uniform temperature rlae is seen everywhere except for the Innermost 
part of the spar'cap at Tll. 

The chordwise stress distribubion is plotted in figure 15 for the 
same heating rates and specimens as figure 14, though with some points 
omitted because of previously mentioned diecontinuities in the data. 
The general-trend of the curves indicates that the spar cap and the 
skin over the spar cap are in tension, andthatthietensiongradually 
reduces in magnitude as the distance from the spar cap increases, changes 
in sign, and becomes an increasing compression, for all but specimen 1. 
In specimen I, instead of this continuous increase in compression with 
diatance.from the spar cap center line, the compressionbegins to 
decrease at a distance of 3 inches from the spar center line and fi,nally 
a state of tension is reached about 6 inches from the center lfne. This 
trend is more marked for specimen 1 at heating rate A for the 8-minute 
t2me interval, but is also apparent at 12 minutes of heating rate C. 
Th&re is some indication that buckling took place in the thin skin of 
specimen I which would explain the anomalous behavior of this specFrnen 
as mentioned above. If the average stress for the thin skin is computed 
at points where gages are opposite on the front and back faces of the 
skin, the average values are -1137 psi 6 inches from the center Line 
and -2291 psi 3 inches.from the center line at 4 minutes of heat- 
rate A. SFmflarly, for 8 mfnutes of heating rate A the average values 
are -1137 psi 6 Inches from the center 1Fne and 5600 psi 3 inches from 
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the center. line. A plot of average stress for specimen l-in figure 15(a), 1-. 
although not included, would appear similsr to those for the other 3 
specimens which did not buckle. 

In figure 15(e) it may be noted that as skin thickness increases 
and the.heat flow Ijath to the spsr cap becomes correspondingly better, 
the influence of the spar cap reaches farther outboard on the skin; and : 
the tendency to reverse from compression to tension is seen about 
6 inches from the center line, though not to as noticeable a degree as 
in specimen 1 at 3 inches from the center line. For specimen 5 the 
point of reversal has apparently moved still farther out from the spar 

T- 
cap to the extent that the compression is still increasing at the 
6-inch distance for all time intervals. 

The effect of differences in heating rate and specimen skin thickness. 
on temperatures and stresses is -presented in figures 16 and 17. Upon 
examination of figure 16 it is seen that a&the highest heating rate, 

A.. 

55,900 Btu per hour, for the thinnest akin, 0.051 inch, the temperature 
difference between T5 and T3 is 107O F at 8 minutes. At 9 minutes this 
temperature difference (not plotted) was 128O F. Increaeing the Bkin _ 
thickness to 0.w inch causes a d&p in temperature difference between 
the same two points to slightly less than half the original value and 
a reduction in strese difference between the two points from 10,625 to 
5712 psi. This reduction in temperature difference as skin thickness 
increases, which is also seen in the other curvea of this figure, may 
be attributed to the greater mass of the skin which provides more heat- -1 
absorbing capacity relative to the spar cap, as well as a larger path 
for heat flow to th.spsr cap. This reduction in thermal gradient 
results in a reduction in stress differences as may be seen .in figure 17, -"- 
where the trend of reduced stress with decreasing heat rate and increasing 
skin thickness follows the trend of figure 16. Thus it would appear that 
the tendency in some present-day aircraft designs toward heavy skin with 
many stringers comparable in-heat capacity with the skin will to some 
extent alleviate the thermal stress problem, but unless the skin and 
stringer combination is properly proportioned from a thermal stress 
standpoint this problem will still be encountered. 

The curves of figure 18 may be of some interest, especially in view 
of the linesrity of the stress difference when plotted against time for 
the thicker-skinned specimens. 

Although an attempt was made to check.m&asured stresses at the spar 
cap and nearby skin with stresses calculated using the procedure suggested -' XL. . 
in reference lno correlation was apparent. me proposed method especially _- 
failed to predict the large magnitude of the tensile stresses over the 

This lack of correlation "8 due in part to the difficulty in 
a 

spar cap: 
assessing proper Fight to such factors as thermal bond between skin and -. ..- -- 
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spar cap, restraint of t,he skin by the spar cap, and choice of distance 
from the spar cap In the selection .of temperature differences to be 
used in the calculations. It would thus appear that the proposal of an 
adequate theory for the prediction of~stresses in components similar to 
those tested requires the study of a lsrger body of data.than that 
presented here. Until such theory is available it is suggested that 
the data of this report be-utilized where it is necessary to predict 
temperatures and stresses for structures of the type investigated. The 
curves contained in this report, which may be amplified by reference to 
the data of tables I and II, should be of practical value since the 
average heating rate for a given flight condition can be calculated by 
known methods to a fair degree of.accuracy and a reasonable choice made 
of the specimen configuration most nearly representative of the actual 
installation in spar-cap mass and skin thickness. Thermal gradients and 
induced stresses may then be determined by reference to the data of this 
report. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From laboratory tests.'of a series of five .specimens of varying skin 
thickness and constant spar-cap dimensions subject to the three heating 
rates of 55,900, 32,750, and 26,300 Btu per hour the following conclu- 
sions are made: 

1. Large thermal gradients exist for combinations of heavy spar 
cap with thin skin and these gradients are considerably increased by 
high heating rates corresponding to those likely to occur in high-speed 
aircraft. 

2. Stress changes of appreciable magnitude occur as a result of 
these large thermal gradients, but the strese difference between skin 
and spar cap may also be appreciable when only small thermal gradients 
exist for certain combinations of dZmensions and heating rate. 

3. Appreciable tensile stresses exist in the skin over the spar 
cap which will add to those due to aerodynamic loads. The influence of 
the heavy mass of the spar cap in providing tensile restraining forces 
extended for some distance out on the skin, causing the skin close to 
the spar cap to remain in tension for thin specimens at high heating 
rates. 

4. Compressive stresses appreciably higher than predicted by simple 
theory were found for thin skins at high heating rates at a distance 
from the restraining spar cap. 
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5. 'Calculations~of stress gradLent based on measured temperature i:.- 
gradients appear to.be unreliable when the assumption 4s made that the -_ .s- 
skin and spar-cap stresses are related to the completely restrained 
skin stress in proportion to percentages of spar-cap thickness as ._ 
proposed &n TN 1675. 

6. Considerably more data are required for the com@ete evaluation -.- .-- 
of thermal stresses created by thermal gradients due to the large number 
of variables involved which can&t be taken into account by simplified 
theroetical considerations. 

Syracuse University 
Syracuse, N. Y., July 31, 19.X 

- _ - .--. 
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AF'PEXDIXA 
t 

CALIBRATION OF OSCIW 

The calibration of the oscillograph was carried out by.the commonly 
used method of applying lmown unbalances to one leg of the strain- 
measuring bridge and recording the resulting galvancsaeter deflections. 
The strain corresponding to the known unbalance was then calculated 
using the manufacturer~s values for gage resistance and sensitivity 
factor. To insure accuracy of results the known unbalances were pro- 
vided by accurate decade boxes and the gage resistance and sensitivity 
used in these calculations were checked for several gsges bonded to 
75~~6 bars. These latter were found in all cases to fall within the 
msnufacturer's stated tolerances of 119.5 2 0.5 ohm8 for reslf3tance 
and 2.08 k 1 percent for gage sensitivity factor. 

For this calibration, the strain-measuring circuit was modified, 
as shown in figure 7(b), to permit the appl.ication of the tiwn unbalance 
through a series of decade resistance boxes and switch arrangements 
across one leg of the two-leg bridge. The two legs of the bridge chosen 
for this purpose were two adjacent gages of the set of dummy gages used 
throughout the testing, which were bonded to the heavy bar (seen at D 
in fig. 2) to insure adequate temperature stabilization. The input 
connection of this two-leg.bridge was then plugged into each channel of 
the strain-measuring equipent in turn, the series of known unbalances 
applied to each channel, and the corresponding galvancketer deflections 

.recorded. The strain corresponding to a given galvanometer reading 
could thenbe found through the relationshiD: 

. 

It was noted in carrying out the calibration procedure that, 
although each channel was closely adjusted by the means protided to 
equalize the attenuation:of all channels, some difference was apparently 
inherent in each channel. A separate calibration curve was therefore 
used for each channef. 
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APFEI'JDTXB 
4. 

METHOD OF CAQ3JLATINGSTRESSES 

The method of calculating stresses based on the principles outlined 
in the section entitled "Stress Measurement Technique" is as follows: 

(1) At a given time during a transient heating cycle, say for 
channel 7 at 12 minutes of heating rate A on specimen4,the average 
local temperature rise kTt was 114' F and the average galvanometer 
deflection-reading from the recording oscillograph M.t was 0.30~inch 
from the same room-temperature datum condition (see table I). 

. . 

(2) For this temperature rise of ll4O F, the galvanometer deflection 
4 read from the typical calibration curve of figure 8 was 0.68 inch. 

.- 
(3) The difference between the deflections of items (1) and (2) 

above is that due to thermal stress. This difference is taken with .- __ 
regard to the proper sign indicating tension or compression. A deflec- 
tion in item (1) greater than in item (2) indicates tension. -For.this_.._... ____~ _ _. 
example the difference iSi3 betikeri ndt ari?i~-i&-iimm-6. 38 inch, or 
compression. . . . 

(4) The deflection difference, representing induced thermal stress, 
is then convert& to a strain reading by using the calibration curves 
for the strain-meaeslring equipment. This calibration is described in 
appendix A of this report. The strain corresponding to a galvanometer 
deflection of -0.38 inch for channel 7 was -1.99 X 10-4 inch per inch. 

(5) Since Young's modulus varies with temperature, in order to 
calculate the stress corresponding to a given strain at a point, refer- 
ence is made to figure 9 where the proper modulus value is read corre- 
sponding to the local temperature above datum fo either tension or 
compression. For this example, Et =-lo.19 x 10 z psi. 

. 

(6) The local stress is then computed from the known strain and the 
modulus at temperature. 

-1.99 x 10-4 
For this example, 

a=eE= x 10;19 x 106 = -2028 psi. The stress data thus_ 
computed are- shown in table II. 
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TABm II 

CAUNLATEDSTAE59ESFORFIVE,SPECIMEI(SAT THREE HEATING RATE¶ 

(a) Specimen 1 

Heating rate A Heating rate B 
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-$ 
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---- 

-i-- 
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':g 
-3977 
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0 

z: 
_---- 

6 

51 
264% 
2925 
1669 
-241 
337 

-li+J 
-336 
x33 

196 
e---- 

I2 33 20 

4724 5430 54-00 
'1693 893 559 
-2698 -4057 -4330 

-egg :;y;; -;:z 
-2237 -3598 -3762 

E' 5o -3.91 

844 $% 67: 
----- --"-- ---Mm 
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CALCUIATIB) STRE!SSES FORFIVE SPEC~AT !E%?EEWING RATES -Continued 

Time 
Lmid 

T Heating h.e A Heating rate B 

Tb? 
(mid 

4 6 8 

-2 
:: 

-lo22 
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-lo49 
-623 

4zi 
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-459 

-1355 
879 

1054 
-681 

-2470 
-2442 
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-1522 
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G$ 

2; 
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1 
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4 
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(c) Specimen 3 

Heating rate A Heating rate B Heating rate C 

G&F Time Tiitb3 Time 
bid iti) (mid 

4 8 10 l2 14 a15 6 12 16 20 24 6 I.2 18 24 30 34 
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-g 

lo 1757 1-m 1919 
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Figure l.- General view of test installation. 



. 

figure 2.- Installation of strain-gage recording equipment. 



Figure 3.- Test oven with specimen in place. 



figure 4.- Test-oven control panel. 

Figure 5.- Strain-gage calibrator. 
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(a) Sketch and dimensions of specimens. 

Figure 6.- Test-specimen configurations. 
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SEC-T-ION A-A 
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SIDE VIEW 

SECTION C-C 

(b) Location and designation of strain gages and 
thermocouples on specimens. 

Figure 6.- Concluded. 
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cALl6. SWITCH 
ZoR 

’ BALANCE CONTWL 

(a) Simplified schematic wiring diagram of strain-measuring circuit for 
one chmnel, including balancing controls in amplifier. 

DUMMY GAGE 
ON 7539T6 

.I ACTIVE GAGE 

ON 75s.T6 

I I 4 

(b) Modification of strain-measuring circuit for calibration of 
oscillograph. 

Figure 7.- Strain-measuring circuit. 
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Figure 8.1. Typical calibration curves of oscillograph deflection against 
temperature above datum for specximen 4. 
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Figure 9.- Variation of Young's mod;ulus with temperature above datum. 
(Datum is 70' F.) 
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(a) Specimen 1, heating rate A. 

Figure lO.- Tim historg of temperature for selected points on specimens. 

. 
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(b) Specimen 1, heating rate C. 

Figure lo.- Continued. 
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TIME, mtn 
(c) Specimen 2, heating rate A. 

Figure lo.- Continued. 
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(d) Specimen 2, heating rate C. 

Figure lo.- Continued. 

. 
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(e) Specknen 3, heating rate A. 

Figure lo.- Continued. 
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(f) Specimen 3, heating rate C. 

Figure lo.- Continued. 
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(g) Specimen 4, heating rate A. 

Figure lo.- Continued. 
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(h) Specimen 4, heating rate C. 

Figure lo.- Continued. 
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. (i) Specimen 5, heating rate A. 

Figure lo.- Continued. 
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(j) Specimen 5, heating rate C. 

Figure lo.- Concluded, 
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(a) Specimen 1, heating rate A. 

Figure ll.- Time history of stress for selected points on spedmen. 
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(b) Specimen 1, heating rate C. 

Figure ll.- Continued. 
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(c) Specimen 2, heating rate A. 

Figure ll.- Continued. 
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(d) Specimen 2, heating rate C. 

Figurk Il.- Continued.' 
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(e) Specimen 3, heating rate A. 

Figure Il.- Continued. 
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(f) Specimen 3, heating rate C. 

Figure Il.- ContFnued. ' 
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(g) Specimen 4, heating rate A. 

Figure II.- Continued. 
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(h) Specimen 4, heating rate C. 

Figure ll.- Continued. 
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(i) Specimen 5, heating rate A. 

Figure Il.- Continued. 
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(j) Specimen S,.he&w rate C, 

Figure ll.- Concltied. 
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(a) Specimen 1. 

figure 12.- Stress against temperature at five locations on each specimen 
at heating rate A. 
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(b) Specimen 2. 

Figure 12.- Continued. 
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(c) Spehimen 3. 

Figure 12.-'Continued. 
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(d) Specimen 4. 

Figure IL?.- Continued. 
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.(e) Specimen 5. 

Figure 12.- Concluded. 
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(a) Channel 3. 

Figure 13.- Stress against temperature for five specimens at the same 
location for heating rate A. 

. 
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(b) Channel 4. 

Figure 13.- Continued. 
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(c) Channel 5. 

Figure 13.- Continued. 
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(d) Channel 8. 

F'igure 13 .- Continued. 
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(e) Channel Il. 

Figure 13.- Concluded. 
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(a) Specimen 1, heating rate A. 

Figure I&.-. Chordwise temperature distributions for three specimens at 
heating rates A and C for three time intervals. 
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(b) Specimen 1, heating rate C. 

Figure 4.- Continued. 
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(c) Specimen 3, heat- rate A. 
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Figure lb.- Continued. 
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(d) Specimen 3, heating rate C. 

Figure L!L.- Continued. 
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(e) Specimen 5, heating rate A. 

Figure I-&.- Continued. 
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(f) Spe&men 5, 'heating rate C. 

Figure I&- Concluded. 
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(a) SpecFmen 1, heating rate A. 

Figure 15.- Chordwise stress distributions for three specimens at heating 
rates A and C for three time intervals. 
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(b) Specimen 1, heating rate C. 

Figure ls.- Continued. 
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(c) Specimen 3, heating rate A. 

Figure ls.- Continued. 
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(d) Specimen 3, heating rate C. 

Figure ls.- Continued. 
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(e) Specimen 5, heating rate A. 

Figure Is.- Continued. 
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(f) Specimen 5, heating rate C. 

Figure 15.- Concluded. 
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(a) Six minutes, TS - T3. 

figun 16.- Temperature differences between sldn and spar cap for various 
elapsed time intervals at three heating rates. 
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(b) Eight minutes, T5 - T3. 

Figure 16.- Continued. 
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(c) Eight minutes, Tk - T3. 

Figure 16.c Continued. 
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(d) Twelve minutes, 1’5 - ~3. 

Figure 16.- Concluded. 



(a) Six minutes, 05 - G3. 

figure 17.- stress diPferences between skin and spar cap for various 
elapsed time intervals at three heating rates. 
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(b) Eight minutes, GS - G3. 

&We I?‘.- Continued. 
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(c) Eight minutes, Gb - 03. 

Figure 17.- Continued. 
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_ (d) !helve minutes, G5 - G3. _ (d) Twelve minutes, Gs - G3. 

F'igure 17.- Concluded. F'igure 17.- Concluded. 
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(a) Rate A, GS - G3. 

Figure 18.- Time histories of stresg differences between skin and spar _ 
cap for fik specimens at two heating rates. 
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(b) Rate C, G5 - G3. 

Figure 18.- Continued. 
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(c) Rate A, ti - G3. 

Figure 18.- continued. 
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(d) Rate C, G4 - G3. 

Figure 18 .- Concluded. 
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